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devoted people who
dedicated every
moment of their lives
and every particle of
their bodies in the
service of the
Motherland.
Reminiscences of
some greatest social
workers who
relentlessly and
untiringly burnt their
lives to glow the
motherland Maa
Bharati.
Modi 2.0 Harper
Collins
Narendra
Damodardas Modi
stands for hope.
Hope for billions of
Indians. Love him,
Hate him, NaMo is
India’s last chance.
His story fascinates
almost every
community in India
and many abroad.
His ever growing
huge fan following
has made him the
most-searched
political personality

on Google in 2014. hasn’t been a fairy
While several books tale story to say the
have already been least. It’s been an
written about the
uphill struggle,
Man, very few have battling his way to
been written about the top, fighting
him by a “trueseveral battles both
fan”, one of several within and outside
Millions across the including his media
world. This honest ‘love-hate’ in India
endeavor written in and abroad. NaMo
totally “nonhas only one way
controversial” style, forward, to take
on his struggle of
India to a glorious
early years, rise as future and convert
a CM of Gujarat and his multi Trillionhis stupendous
dollar dream of
success over a 13 India into a reality.
year stint, his
The book contains
magnanimous
an interesting
election campaign foreward by
to lead India to an Shantanu Guha
almost single
Ray, a Whartonhandedly historic
trained business
verdict to his
journalist who
becoming India’s
scooped the Coal
fifteenth Prime
Scam in 2011 and
Minister is purely
won many national
directed at his fans and international
to enjoy the
awards for a series
wonderful moments of investigations. A
of their truest
unique Chapter on
Leader. His rise
Shri Modi’s visit to
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of the Visual Delight
evaluate its
for all and one.
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especially
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Book. Enjoy reading the economy.
“NaMo A Name, A This book is
Cult. A Visual
a critical
Delight”.
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elections were
intelligence -- and culminating in the
announced,
without
2019 election
Narendra Modi
bias.Rajdeep
results, Rajdeep
and the BJP-led
Sardesai's new
helps the reader
NDA coalition
book, 2019: How make sense of the
were voted back to Modi Won India, contours and
power with an
does just that.
characteristics of a
overwhelming
What was it that rapidly changing
majority. To some, gave Modi an edge India, its politics
the numbers of
over the opposition and its
Modi's victory
for the second time newsmakers. If the
came as something in five years? How 2014 elections
of a surprise; for was the BJP able changed India,
others, the BJP's to trounce its rivals 2019 may well
triumph was a
in states that were have defined what
vindication of their once Congress
'new India' is
belief in the
bastions? What
likely to be all
government and its was the core issue about. 2019: How
policies.
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development
takes a look at that
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dedication, love
personalities on the alleged role during
and longing,
contemporary
the Godhra
strength and
Indian political
aftermath, what is
vulnerability, all canvas, Narendra absolutely clear is
find expression in Damodardas Modi that he indeed is
Narendra Modi's is difficult to
racing towards the
poetry. This
ignore. From his centre stage,
English translation humble beginnings making the 2014
of verses originally as a RSS pracharak General Elections
written in Gujarati to his rise in the
look more like a
transports us into Hindutva ranks,
Presidential system
the poet's mind-his and from being
– where, you either
voice, his vision Bharatiya Janata vote for him or
and his
Party’s master
against him. And
thoughts.While the planner to one of that, as they say, is
story of Mr Modi's the its most
the Modi effect.
rise from humble popular and
Kingshuk Nag
beginnings to high controversial state paints the most
political office is chief ministers,
vivid portrait of
well documented, Modi’s mantra of the extraordinary
what is not well
change and
politician who is
known is his
development is
poised to take on a
journey in verse. gradually finding new role in the
Exam Warriors
many takers.
coming years.
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people who
Peppered with
account of Modi's
accompanied
anecdotes and
life experiences
Narendra Modi in personal
before becoming
his baraat? Who interviews, The
the prime minister
introduced him to Real Modi narrates and the lessons and
cricket, a sport he several aspects of wisdom that he
loved playing?
Narendra Modi's gathered on the
What was his first life, which were way. Sales Points
responsibility after hitherto unknown Staggering Forward
SAGE Publications
joining the RSS in to the public at
India
Ahmedabad? Who large. It reveals
For the first time, the
imparted the first several stories
political story of
lessons in savings related to the
India from the
to Modi? What
Indian Prime
mid-1980s to the
second decade of the
was the fate of the Minister's
present century is
tape recorder that childhood days,
reconstructed through
was gifted to him the friends and
the first-person
by his guru? Why mentors during his narratives of political
did Modi never
growing-up years, leaders, revealing
allow Shankersinh his initial
their inmost thoughts
in their public
Vaghela to ride his struggles, his
scooter? What was political education, utterances, offering
the secret that
the travails during weak arguments for
their unforgivable
stopped Modi from Emergency, his
lapses, speaking in
not being
entry into Indian eloquent terms of
apprehended
politics and many their achievements
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uncharacteristic
achieve. The book
with a form of
humility in what they shows that the first
national-populism
said in their public
draft of history is
that has ensured its
speeches, in the Lok found in the words of success at the polls,
Sabha, in their blogs. politicians in
first in Gujarat and
From Rajiv Gandhi’s parliament and in the
then in India at
confession about how government. It
large. Modi
and why he came into captures the
politics, Narendra
immediacy of history- managed to seduce a
substantial number
Modi’s graphic
in-the-making, and
description of his
the palest platitudes of of citizens by
promising them
inner agony during
politicians that
development and
the Gujarat riots,
acquire rare
Vajpayee’s disarming poignancy.
polarizing the
confession about
Narendra Modi electorate along
Nehru, Narasimha
Mission Impossible ethno-religious
Rao’s stoic stance in Invincible
lines. Both facets of
a letter to his
Publishers
this nationalchildhood friend,
A riveting account populism found
Advani’s confessions
of how a popularly expression in a
in the Lok Sabha
elected leader has highly personalized
about why television
steered the world's political style as
was pressed into
largest democracy Modi related
service during the
toward
directly to the voters
Kargil War, what
through all kinds of
emerges is a historical authoritarianism
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drama of
channels of
Shakespearean range Over the past two
communication in
and an intensity which decades, thanks to order to saturate the
is more than what
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conducted across
reasons, too. Eager House India Private
India, Christophe
to govern not only Limited
Jaffrelot shows how in New Delhi, but On 26 December
Modi's government also in the states, the 2012, Narendra Modi
was sworn in as the
has moved India
government has
Chief Minister of
toward a new form centralized power at
Gujarat for the fourth
of democracy, an
the expense of
time to extend his
ethnic democracy federalism and
record tenure in
that equates the
undermined
office. "Mass
majoritarian
institutions that
Murderer" or
community with the were part of the
"Development Man"?
nation and relegates checks and balances, It depends on which
side of the spectrum
Muslims and
including India's
he is viewed from,
Christians to second- Supreme Court.
because Narendra
class citizens who Modi's India is a
are harassed by
sobering account of Modi is one of those
vigilante groups. He how a once-vibrant politicians whose
name prompts
discusses how the democracy can go
extremes of hatepromotion of Hindu wrong when a
filled anger or
nationalism has
government backed outright adulation.
resulted in attacks by popular consent Despite polarizing
against secularists, suppresses dissent Gujarat and India in
intellectuals,
while growing
more ways than one,
universities, and
increasingly
Modi brilliantly does
NGOs. Jaffrelot
intolerant of ethnic what it takes to
survive in a
explains how the
and religious
democracy: win
political system of minorities.
elections. Written by
India has acquired The Legend of
veteran journalist and
Narendra Modi
authoritarian
writer, Nilanjan after
Penguin Random
features for other
several in-depth
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interviews, meticulous sovereign secular
changer of Indian
research and extensive nation but emerged at politics, Modi had
travel through
its destination as an taken the mesmeric
Gujarat, this book
undisputed and larger- hold over Gujarat
reveals hitherto
than-life leader.
masses with three
unknown aspects of How the BJP Wins
consecutive
Narendra Modi's
Hodder &
victories in the state
psyche: as a six year- Stoughton
assembly elections
old boy selling tea to This book is a
and was a senior
help out his father and worth-reading,
campaign adviser
distributing badges
prolific and
drawing
and raising slogans at
insightful lifeunprecedented
the behest of a local
sketch
of
the
torchpolitical leader;
crowds for Lok
abandoning his family bearer of Indians. It Sabha 2014
and wife in search of is about common
elections. After
his definition of truth; man’s Prime
getting elected PM,
initiation into the RSS Minister Narendra Modi is often
as a fledgling who ran Modi who has
echoed in 24x7
errands for his
become a ray of
Breaking News on
seniors; his idea of
hope for 125 crore media channels and
Gujarati pride and
Indians—from a
enjoys good rapport
Indian-ness; and
humble farmer to an with the top world
finally, his meteoric
ambitious industrial leaders whom he
rise which gave him a
ist—having taken thevisited during his
distinct identity post
the 2002 Godhra riots. route to good
six months of Prime
governance
after
Narendra Modi: The
Minister-ship. The
being
sworn
as
Man, The Times is a
insightful leader led
definitive biography India's Prime
India at the IndiaMinister in May
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ASEAN Summit,
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had bilateral
black money.
meetings with the Staggering
leadership of
Forward Penguin
countries like US, Random House
Japan, China and
India Private
other neighbouring Limited
countries of India. Narendra Modi, the
He has launched
BJP's prime
new avenues of
ministerial
cooperation with the candidate, is
countries with
powerful, popular
which India has
and controversial.
deep historical and With the general
cultural ties over
elections due to
centuries. His
conclude in May
initiatives like
2014, Modi's
'Make in India' and campaign rallies
'Swachchha Bharat have drawn
Abhiyan' have been unprecedented
widely lauded. Modi crowds. Yet, the
has called for
man remains an
innovative effort to enigma. His
make renewable
supporters regard
energy, especially him as the
solar energy,
visionary, decisive
competitive with
leader India needs
conventional energy today. His
and pitched for
detractors see him
global cooperation as a polarizing fi
on repatriation of
gure. Is Modi

authoritative or
authoritarian?
Decisive or
divisive? A team
player or a loner?
Andy Marino
recorded interviews
with Narendra Modi
during more than
half-a-dozen
exclusive meetings unprecedented
access to a very
private man. What
emerged is this
riveting, objective
biography of a man
who could be India's
prime minister. Not
shying away from
the controversies
that have dogged
Narendra Modi,
including the
Gujarat riots and
questions about the
Gujarat model of
governance and
development, this
political biography
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provides an unbiased the ages of seventeen 2020, Merkel sent him
a note wishing him
account of possibly and nineteen, his
with the words Liebe
the most important rise through the
figure in Indian
political ranks, his Narendra (Dear
politics today.
vision for India and Narendra), written in
hand, one knew that
Marino records hour-his personal
Modi had arrived on
by-hour details of philosophy on
the world stage. Modi
the 2002 Gujarat
religion and politics 2.0: Beyond the
riots, presenting a are revealed in a
Ordinary is an
balanced analysis of book that is lucid, objective analysis of
that raw wound on fast-paced and
the prime minister, his
India's polity. It also readable. Narendra struggles and
achievements, his
reveals hitherto
Modi: A Political
spiritual journey, the
unpublished,
Biography is an
men and the women
authenticated
insightful,
in his life, and his
documents, which exhaustive and
friends and enemies.
makes this one of
impeccably
It also doesn't shy
the most important researched account
away from discussing
books of 2014. The of the ascent of a
the difficult questions
author analyses
political leader.
surrounding ModiThe Great
Narendra Modi's
Godhra and his
values, the people Disappointment
relations with India's
Harper Collins
who shaped his
Muslims. Selfthinking and the sort German Chancellor confessedly, author
Sunil Sharan was
of national leader he Angela Merkel has
been known to be
once critical of
will make. Personal
critical about India's Narendra Modi but
details of Modi's
policies in Kashmir. after carefully
early life, his
But when on Prime
observing him for
wanderings in the Minister Narendra
years, he realised that
Himalayas between Modi's birthday in
Modi is indeed a
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transformational man. areas of governance becoming a nation
Today, India stands like infrastructure, builder? What can
rejuvenated, its
foreign affairs,
we expect from the
prestige around the
power, the social
second term? This
world high, the spirit sector, finance,
book has the
of its people uplifted.
digital technology answers.
Once the question
and agriculture, the Narendra Modi
used to be: Who after
Harper Collins
author showcases
Nehru? Now the
Indian Prime
question is: Who after the work of the
present government Minister Narendra
Modi? Modi 2.0
and the monumental Modi wrested a
debates the
powerful victory for
changes the prime
possibilities.
his party, has spoken
minister has brought
2019 SCB
at countless meetings
about. This includes and rallies and has
Distributors
In Marching with a digital innovation acquired a global
and the elimination profile. Yet, the man
Billion, Uday
Mahurkar analyses of the middleman, remains an enigma.
which has resulted His supporters regard
the Modi
government's first in transparency and him as the visionary,
last-mile delivery. decisive leader India
term in power
He also points out needs today. His
against the
detractors see him as
backdrop of years some of the
of policy paralysis shortfalls of Modi's a polarizing figure. Is
Modi authoritative or
government,
and corruption
authoritarian?
subjecting it to
before he took
Decisive or divisive?
office, leaving him critical evaluation. A team player or a
Will Modi become a loner? Andy Marino
with a tough task
great institution
and high
recorded interviews
builder, a
expectations.
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a-dozen exclusive
religion and politics Billion Prabhat
meetings. What
are revealed in a book Prakashan
emerged is this
that is lucid, fastThere is a paradigm
riveting, objective
paced and readable. shift in India's
biography. Not shying This revised and
politics. With his
away from the
updated edition
clean reputation,
controversies that
includes a
proven track record
have dogged Modi,
meticulously
including the Gujarat researched account of as chief minister of
Gujarat and
riots and questions
Modi's intense
about the Gujarat
campaigning and the formidable
model of governance run up to the sixteenth leadership qualities
and development, this Lok Sabha elections, on display,
is an unbiased account and the remarkable
Narendra Modi
of the most important BJP-led NDA victory seemed the right fit
figure in Indian
with 282 and 336
for the prime
politics today. The
seats respectively. An minister's job, and
author analyses
unparalleled portrait
just the man to turn
Narendra Modi's
of the man who wants
the country around
values, the people
to be remembered as
after the decadewho shaped his
the one who changed
long UPA rule by
thinking and the kind India for the better.
of national leader he Narendra Modi, the the modest and
tongue-tied
is. Personal details of Architect of a
Modi's early life, his Modern State Ebury Manmohan Singh.
Prime Minister
wanderings in the
Press
Himalayas between Collection of articles Modi's first term,
the ages of seventeen and lectures of chief however, raises
and nineteen, his rise minister of Gujarat, troubling questions.
through the political India; some
How has his
ranks, his vision for previously published.
strongman persona
India and his personal Marching with a
and social
philosophy on
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background
context of India's
impacted
evolving sociopolicymaking? Has political and
Modi delivered on economic milieu,
the high
this book offers a
expectations to
critical perspective
advance India's
that helps explain
national interest and why India has not
security? Has the
progressed much
country's role in the towards becoming a
region, in Asia and consequential
the world changed, power.
become more
Argumentative and
meaningful? What thought-provoking,
has been the effect Staggering Forward
of Modi's India First is a must-read to
foreign policy on
understand India's
neighbours, and
foreign and national
with respect to
security policies
raising India's stock since 2014.
in the world and
NaMo Viking
showing the Indian After decades of
military has teeth? imperfect
Especially with
secularism,
regard to the UUS, presided over by an
Russia and China. often corrupt
Analysing Prime
Congress
Minister Modi's
establishment,
foreign and military Nehru's diverse
policies in the
republic has yielded

to Hindu
nationalism. India is
collapsing under the
weight of its own
contradictions.
Since 2014, the
ruling BJP has
unleashed forces
that are irreversibly
transforming the
country. Indian
democracy, honed
over decades, is now
the chief enabler of
Hindu extremism.
Bigotry has been
ennobled as a
healthy form of selfassertion, and antiMuslim vitriol has
deluged the
mainstream, with
religious minorities
living in terror of a
vengeful majority.
Congress now
mimics Modi; other
parties pray for a
miracle. In this
blistering critique of
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India from Indira
Gandhi to the
present, Komireddi
lays bare the
cowardly
concessions to the
Hindu right,
convenient
distortions of India's
past and demeaning
bribes to minorities
that led to Modi's
decisive electoral
victory. If
secularists fail to
reclaim the republic
from Hindu
nationalists,
Komireddi argues,
India will become
Pakistan by another
name.
The Modi Effect
Prabhat Prakashan
Biography of
Narendra Modi, b.
1950, Chief minister
of Gujarat.
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